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Summary

One of the most promising trends for next generation networks is to consider an integrated approach to the communication infrastructure and the processing layer. In particular, the introduction of broadband and reliable wireless networks allows the interaction of a huge number of devices all creating a single network. On the other hand, the grid paradigm is considered as one of the most promising approach for pervasive and dynamic applications. Aim of this paper is to present a novel integrated approach between grid paradigm and wireless networks by highlighting the main advantages of their cooperation. In particular, it will be shown here how a wireless heterogeneous network can be exploited for implementing a pervasive and dynamic grid (mobile grid) and, on the other hand, a mobile grid allows the optimization of the communication infrastructure. The integrated approach can be an effective method for solving applications, such as emergency management, where a huge amount of data derived from a wireless infrastructure needs to be processed efficiently and adaptively, and the traffic flow in the wide area wireless networks needs to be coordinated and optimized. Copyright © 2008 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. Introduction

One of the most important topics for next generation networks paradigm is a joint approach to networking in terms of scalable applications. On one side, the mobile computing offers the opportunity to have a huge number of devices disseminated all over an area. On the other side, the grid paradigm for co-operative and high-performance enabling platforms is evolving from the first generation infrastructures for scientific computing to systems for more dynamic and pervasive applications. Historically the grid approach has been used for fixed general-purpose computers connected by high-speed networks. The introduction of broadband wireless technologies and the improvement in computational capabilities of portable devices allows now to interconnect also mobile devices with high speed structures and to use them for processing parts of distributed applications.

An increasing number of critical applications requires the existence of novel distributed, heterogeneous, and dynamic ICT platforms composed of a
variety of fixed and mobile processing nodes and networks. Notable examples of such applications are (but are not limited to) risk and emergency management, disaster prevention, homeland security, and i-mobility. These platforms are characterized by the full virtualization of ubiquitous computational resources, data and knowledge bases, embedded systems, PDA and RFID devices, wearable computers, and sensors, through fixed mobile and ad hoc networks, as illustrated in Figure 1.

Wireless-based platforms, enabling the robust, flexible, and efficient cooperation of mobile components, including both software components and human operators, are of special interest. This cooperation implies the development, deployment, execution, and management of computations that, in general, are dynamic in nature. Dynamicity concerns the number and the specific identifications of cooperating components, the deployment and composition of the most suitable version of software components, processing and networking resources and services, i.e., both the quantity and the quality of the application components to achieve the needed quality of service (QoS). The specification and requirements of QoS itself are varying dynamically during the application according to the user intentions and to the context situation, for example, the information produced by sensors and services as well as the monitored state and performance of networks and nodes.

For a QoS-driven approach to complex distributed applications, we need to fully understand and to realize large and very large-scale platforms, that is, composed of a very high number (from thousands to millions) of heterogeneous nodes, supported by architectures, programming tools, and development environments that are not yet available at industrial level. The general reference point is the Grid paradigm [1–5] which, by definition, aims to enabling the access, selection, and aggregation of a variety of distributed and heterogeneous resources and services. However, though notable advancements in recent years have been achieved, grid technology is not yet able to supply the needed software technology with the requirements of high adaptivity, ubiquity and mobility, proactivity, self-organization, scalability and performance, interoperability, as well as fault tolerance, and security, of the emerging applications running on a very large number of fixed and mobile nodes connected by wireless networks [6,7].

The mobile grid computing paradigm addresses this framework of problems from a scientific and a technological point of view.

The main aim of this paper is to present an innovative approach that integrates the mobile grid paradigm and the wireless communication technology, in order to study and to experiment new QoS-driven architectural models for large scale distributed platforms characterized by high heterogeneity, mobility, and dynamicity. The strong integration of Computer Science and of Communication Technology, which characterizes our proposal, is also in line with
2. The Mobile Grid Approach

With the considerations of Section 1 in mind, our approach to the mobile grid paradigm is based on a novel combination of the disciplines of pervasive computing and of high-performance and adaptive programming models. The objective is the definition and realization of an architectural model and a software technology, for the applications of large-scale heterogeneous and mobile platforms, based upon:

- an adaptive and context-aware programming model, for designing applications viewed at several layers, that is, the abstract computation layer, the management layer, and the context layer;
- a set of tools and run-time support services that implement the programming model on top of large scale mobile platforms with the features outlined above, that is, the mobile grid abstract machine (GAM) that implements the software infrastructure of the platform, thus subsuming the traditional middleware functionalities according to a more efficient and user-oriented approach.

The definition of the architectural and programming model is based on the following features:

- QoS-driven approach at all the application layers,
- explicit, yet structured, visibility of the application layers in such a way that ‘performance contracts’ can be established dynamically between entities at the various layers,
- on demand adaptivity of functionalities and of performance,
- context awareness of the application at all application layers.

In order to understand how a structured approach to the architectural and programming model can be defined, we start from an analysis of the fundamental requirements of the applications of interest. We explicitly consider emergency management applications, however, the analysis applies also to other applications of large-scale distributed and mobile platforms.

2.1. Application Requirements

2.1.1. An emergency management example

Let us consider a schematic view of an emergency management application, as exemplified by fluvial flood management.

During the ‘normal’ behavior, several parameters are periodically monitored and acquired through sensors, and possibly by other services (notably, meteorology, GIS): current value and variation of flow level, surface height, density of flow in each spatial coordinate, water density, wind speed, atmospheric temperature and pressure, characteristic parameters depending on latitude, meteorological conditions, and so on. A forecasting model is periodically applied for specific geographical areas and for widest combinations of these areas. An example is MIKE 21 hydrodynamic model [10], based on mass and momentum partial differential equations to describe the flow variation at surface. Their discrete resolution requires, for each time slice, the resolution of a very large number of linear (tri-diagonal) systems, each one of large size. Thus, we have to deal with a typical data and computation intensive problem, which requires suitable high-performance solutions. Parallel techniques are available (e.g., according to the data-parallel cyclic reduction method [11,12]), which make it possible to achieve reasonable response times in a scalable manner.

Sometimes, the forecasting model, and/or the direct intervention of human operators, may signal abnormal
situations that could lead to a flood. Alternatively, a human operator can ask the execution of the model for a specific area with specific parameters, and/or detects an abnormal situation.

Moreover, it could be necessary

- to acquire new data and to instantiate the proper level of knowledge, through filtering, fusion, and classification techniques,
- to execute complex simulations, on almost the complete state space, to acquire a reliable and updated view of the context,
- to run further models, such as data mining, profiling, and decision support systems, in order to plan rescue intervention, assistance courses, people organization, and so on,
- to perform high quality graphic and visualization activities.

It is important to notice that the same networking and communication strategies could require powerful resources and high-performance computations, as exemplified by current trends towards network processors [13,14].

The computations mentioned above could be executed by central servers, if available and connected, especially during the ‘normal’ behavior. However, it may be convenient or necessary to exploit decentralized resources, including mobile and wearable devices, and network processors too, according to their computing, storage, and communication capabilities.

In many mentioned cases, performance is a critical parameter, concerning the response time, throughput, or both. Let us assume a situation in which the network connection of the human operator(s) with the central servers is down or unreliable: to manage the potential crisis in real time, we can think to execute the models and the visualization tools on a set of decentralized resources (and possibly a subset of available central resources) whose interconnection is currently reliable. The parameter of the models could be available and updated, otherwise the same resources have also to run predicting models for the parameter values too. The logical interconnection structure of the application has to be mapped onto the physical communication infrastructure in the most efficient way as possible: the networking strategy to be adopted has to run jointly and consistently with the forecasting model and the data prediction model, as well as with all the other computational activities.

2.1.2. Processing + Communication integration for a true user-centric approach

Referring to the examples above, it is clear that there is a complex problem in dynamic allocation of software components to processing and communication resources. Some resources may have specific constraints in terms of storage, processing power, power consumption: the same version of the software components may be not suitable for them, or even may be impossible to run it. Thus, the application must be designed with several levels of adaptivity in order to be able to cover several resource availability situations and several QoS dynamic requirements. For example, we wish to be able to restructure the same parallel component according to alternative versions differing in response time, or throughput, or storage size, or power consumption, and so on.

The complexity of dynamic management of software components and processing-communication resources introduces several scientific and technological problems which require novel approaches and solutions, since such problems cannot be solved by means of current grid computing and pervasive computing technologies or by some marginal extensions to them.

The correct approach is to define the architectural and programming models starting from the user viewpoint.

Transformations from raw data to user-oriented information are implemented through a sort of ‘interleaved chain’ of processing and communication phases. In some applications, or their parts, communication may be the prevalent activity (e.g., data streaming control and management), while, in other cases, intensive processing is done on statically available or locally generated data. In the most general and useful cases, communication and processing activities must be properly and dynamically interleaved in order to achieve the needed QoS of data and services.

In several phases, activities may be data- and/or computation-intensive (complex mathematical models for forecasting, simulations, filtering/fusion, data-mining, decision support strategies, and so on). This characteristic requires high-performance capabilities.

These issues have the following consequences on architectural and programming principles for mobile grids:

I. the project platform is a virtually unique system, composed of all the available processing and communication resources, according to a novel
integrated approach to computation and communication;

II. the programming model is based on the concepts of components, of flexible composition of components, and of high-performance components;

III. system resources are managed dynamically, and software components are deployed dynamically onto the system resources. Adaptivity and context-awareness are fundamental features of the architecture and of the programming model;

IV. to design adaptive and context-aware strategies, a proper visibility of the system application layers is necessary (with sensible differences compared to traditional, general purpose systems based on the concept of ‘opaque layers’) [15]. This principle is strongly related to adaptivity and context-awareness (III), because the application management strategies are often fired by ‘contracts’ that are dynamically established between entities at different layers;

V. portability, which of course is a general feature of any component technology, in our case must address explicitly the issue of dynamic deployment and adaptivity of application components onto several and extremely different and heterogeneous resource kinds (general servers, dedicated nodes, mobile devices, and so on).

These principles will be discussed in the next Sections.

2.2. Mobile Grid: Architectural and Programming Issues

In this Section, we position our view of mobile grid with respect to the trends in grid technology, pervasive computing, and hardware technology trends.

2.2.1. Next generation grids

Till now grid technology has exploited a very limited amount of its potentials, mainly in the scientific application domain and some e-business and e-government domains. In general, current grid platforms are not predisposed to a uniform approach to distributed and parallel computing, are homogeneous or heterogeneity is limited, adaptivity is scarcely exploited (limited to node reservation/scheduling in large jobs), integration with advanced networking technologies is low. Most notably, the commercial grid technology, or some large scientific infrastructures (e.g., EGEE in Europe) are extremely limited from the viewpoint of high-level, high-performance, adaptable, and context-aware programming models.

Many scientific advances have been done in recent years about programming technology, notably in the European projects CoreGRID [4,5,16] and GridComp [17]. Moreover, international working groups on next generation grids [2] have clearly indicated that one of the most promising trends of grid computing is just in the direction of pervasive, ubiquitous, and mobile applications. The key distinguishing points are programmability, heterogeneity, uniformity of distributed and high-performance parallel computation, system wide adaptivity and autonomic behavior, context-awareness, and strong integration of processing and communication technologies.

2.2.2. Pervasive computing

Pervasive computing [18,19] is an area that can sensibly contribute to the advancement of next generation grids. This paradigm is centered upon the creation of systems characterized by the multitude of heterogeneous, mobile, and ubiquitous computing and communication resources, whose integration aims to offering seamless services to the user according to their current needs and intentions. Moreover, the pervasive computing area has stimulated several research results on context-awareness [20] which are of special interest in view of mobile grid future development.

Currently, the pervasive computing is used mainly in applications, for example, smart house, smart office, smart hospital, and so on, that are much simpler than the ones we are interested on. In particular, the issue of programming models has neglected the aspects of large composition of high-performance components, high-performance and adaptivity for data and computation intensive services, uniform approach to communication and computation.

Current pervasive computing projects favor the infrastructure approach based on some Middleware [21–23].

2.2.3. Programming model- versus pure middleware-based approach

Many grid infrastructures and pervasive computing infrastructures are based on a middleware, offering a set of services, without relying on a programming model but merely offering the possibility to link services to applications [24] (e.g., according to the Web Service model).
Existing solutions to adaptivity for pervasive and mobile computing extend the original definition of middleware [25] with concepts that can be used to support adaptivity. In particular, computational reflection [26] can be used by applications to get information about its implementation and possibly modify it to adapt to the actual conditions of the context. This is, in more general terms, the mechanism through which context awareness is expressed.

Middleware-based solutions span from extensions to traditional ones (e.g., OpenCorba [27] and dynamicTAO [28]), which add some reflection mechanisms, to ad hoc solutions for mobile applications. The general idea behind the latter solutions is to include adaptive mechanisms inside a middleware and to offer them as services to the applications. For instance, in Odissey [29] the resource control and management is completely demanded to the middleware level. An application can request the middleware to monitor a given set of resources, by passing it some kind of ‘confidence’ values: the middleware notifies the application of the violation of these values. In the case of notification, an application can request the middleware to modify the policy of usage of the related resources.

Similar adaptation logics can be expressed in the CARISMA middleware [30]. Whenever an application requests for a service, it can express a policy which is used by the middleware to select proper resources. The policy dictates which service is to be used (or which configurations of a same service) depending on the monitoring of resources.

A different approach is described in [31]. In this case applications are built up of several services, whose implementation cannot be modified. Adaptation happens in the way in which whose are composed. Services composing an application can be dynamically modified to meet general rules, which are specified as laws (i.e., general constructs) and instantiated to coordination contracts.

The discussion of the previous sections has shown that the approach based on middleware is not adequate for mobile grid applications, mainly because:

- it cannot allow the programmer to design suitable QoS adaptive and context-aware strategies at the various application layers,
- it is not predisposed to express high-performance computations running across all the system nodes,
- it poses serious programmability and portability problems, which implies high designing and development costs.

By replacing the old-fashioned OS-like view—according to which the application development occurs directly on top of the middleware—by the view centered upon the programming model, we wish to stress the programming model-based approach to system design, and, at the same time, to minimize the amount and variety of functionalities that are present in the underlying GAM: that is, these functionalities must be limited just to the support for the programming mechanisms and tools used to build adaptive and high-performance applications.

Our approach is more similar to [26], in which adaptation mechanisms are completely mapped at the application level, while the supporting environment only delivers resource information through reflective mechanisms. In fact, we are investigating how to integrate these concepts into the mobile grid programming model of In. Sy. Eme.

2.2.4. Multiprocessor on chip and network on chip technology

Recent advances in hardware component technology have stressed the transition from very sophisticated superscalar/multithreaded CPUs, with a limited amount of processing cores, to multicore chips with a parallel internal architecture (shared/distributed memory) at core level [32], where core have a simpler architecture (e.g., in-order pipelined execution) and characterized by much lower power consumption compared to the current workstation processors.

The mobile grid architectural and programming model we propose is suitable to exploit this technological revolution in computing and communication structures.

Multicore technology offers very powerful perspectives not only to general-purpose parallel machine, but mainly to embedded systems, mobile, and wearable devices: in the next future they will be equipped with multiprocessor on chip, or architectures based on several multicore chips. This trend will allow mobile software components to be executed with much higher performances than today, thus allowing mobile grids to exploit their true potentials for large scale, heterogeneous, distributed and high-performance applications, without assuming the presence of traditional central servers as a critical resource. This important trend is also studied in the context of interconnection structures, giving rise to high-performance, low power consumption networks on chip [33]. In the near term, large-scale ICT architectures will be built by assembling multiprocessor on chip and networks on chip.
One of the most significant limitations of multicore technology is the lack of suitable programming tools for the machine-independent design and development of parallel programs too.\footnote{Massimiliano Meneghin. PhD Thesis Proposal. University of Pisa.} If parallelism in computer architecture will become the rule, instead of the exception, then parallel programming tools and environments must exit from the current phase of limited applications and must be considered at the same level of commodity software development frameworks.

### 2.3. Mobile Grid Programming Model

Our mobile grid approach is focused on the existence of a high-level, high-performance programming model, and related development tools. Applications are expressed entirely on top of this level.

As shown in Figure 2, the programming model is supported by the level denoted by GAM: it includes the kind of functionalities to support the preparation, loading, and execution of the applications, which should be provided by the middleware tools and services.

#### 2.3.1. Layered view of the applications

In the level structure of the system, shown in Figure 2, the GAM implements the programming mechanisms provided by the model, in a way that is invisible to the programmer. Traditionally (i.e., in a general-purpose system conceived as a sort of ‘job shop’), a level structure is accompanied by a system view based on opaque layers, where an entity at some layer adopts a ‘best effort’ strategy in a fully independent way with respect to the entities at the other layers.

However, this view is not suitable for the applications of mobile grids: here, the requirements for dynamic QoS management (through adaptivity and context-awareness) imply that the programmer must have a proper visibility of the system layers of the application. Notice that the term ‘layer’ refers to the application, while the term ‘level’ refers to the system architecture: at some system levels we have a proper view of one or more application layers.

For example, in the mobile grid approach, at the programming model level the user has not only the abstract view of the computation components, but also a certain view of the way in which the system resources are managed to achieve the required QoS dynamically.

In the design of a mobile grid, the choice of the programming mechanisms is a critical issue and it is strongly influenced by the proper view of system resources and QoS policies. An entity A at a certain application layer is not simply defined according to independent, best effort strategies; instead its behavior is conditioned/fired by the requirements of entities B at different layers. For example, to be performed with the required QoS, B needs to establish a certain ‘contract’ with A dynamically, thus A must be programmed to have the proper visibility of B.

Of course, this concept of layer visibility must be not in contrast with the principles of structured and modular design of systems and applications, otherwise it could lead to too low-level and tricky programming mechanisms.

In respect of the principles I–V stated in Section 2.1.2 our proposal is the layered model of applications illustrated in Figure 3.

The model consists of three application layers,\footnote{We denote these layers as application layers to distinguish them from network layers (see Section 3).} from top to bottom:

- application structuring by means of high-performance components composition (called, the RED layer),

---

network of application managers (the BLUE layer),
context interface (the GREEN layer).

At the RED layer, the application designer has a very abstract view of the application itself, just concentrating on the data structures and algorithms for expressing his/her problem, without an explicit view of resource management, adaptivity, and context awareness.

The BLUE layer is the heart of the application as far as adaptivity and context awareness strategies are concerned. At this layer, the application is viewed as a set of managers that are responsible for implementing such strategies dynamically. For this reason, managers must interact with the GREEN layer to acquire knowledge about the system context, and they must interact with the RED components in order to configure/reconfigure them according to the needed/required QoS. Moreover, the managers interact with each other, in order to have a global view of the context and of the computation, that is, in order to achieve a global QoS starting from separate, partial views. In Figure 3, a ‘partitioned’ scheme is illustrated, in which each manager has its own partial view of the context and its own part of computation to control. In fact, this partitioned model is the one currently studied. Fully shared model views, or intermediate partitioned-shared views, will be investigated and compared in successive phases of our research.

Managers must be programmable explicitly: we are defining how to design applications in a layered fashion. Thus, the manager functionality corresponds to a specific construct, or set of constructs, in the programming model. These constructs will allow the application designer to explicitly program adaptivity and context-awareness strategies, by taking into account the information sent by the context interfaces (events, state changes, monitoring of processing, and communication resource), and by providing to restructure the application layer according to the functional and non-functional properties of the application.

The implementation of the manager mechanisms is done at the GAM level. For example, if a mechanism consists in the allocation of a node to a RED component, the implementation of node allocation to that component is performed by the GAM: that is, the manager mechanism is the programmer-visible part of this functionality, while the GAM implementation is the invisible part.

The context is modeled and expressed as a proper layer (GREEN) of the application. It is used to spread information about the environment to be controlled (sensors, actuators, the same computing nodes and communication lines) and about application modules (performance measures). It consists of a set of programming constructs for dealing with context objects and events in a structured view. All the system resources are properly abstracted at this layer: for example, the availability, connectivity, performance, load, memory occupancy, power consumption, and so on, of node and networks. That is, the implementation of the sensors, nodes, and networks is completely defined at the basic architecture level, and their applicative view is defined by a proper abstraction in the GREEN layer.

Dynamic properties of the context are monitored and are known to the managers by programmable interfaces, notably by specific programmable events. For example, the manager have some mechanisms to denote certain context events from sensors or nodes, to test their presence, to acquire related information, and to fire some programmed management actions on some RED components. Also the behavior of monitoring functionality can be abstractly defined at the GREEN level to be used by the managers.

The RED components operate on data which are present in some storage medium or on data dynamically acquired, filtered and classified by sensors, networks, and other virtualized resources.

Some remarkable features of this layered model are the following:

1. Integration of processing and communication activities. At the BLUE layer the management of all the resources is programmed. Resources
include networks and the entire related infrastructure for transmission, synchronization, and communication control. In a sense, the BLUE layer includes the ‘control plane’ of network management, which, in our model, is performed through information exchange with the GREEN layer. Data streaming and algorithms for network planning are implemented at the RED layer, under the control of the BLUE layer. In other words, our approach integrates processing and communication activities according to a uniform model. This allows the designer to conceive applications as ‘processing—communication chains’ (see Section 2.1.2), without a fixed, a priori distinction between processing and communication; in fact, he/she can design novel, efficient strategies in which the processing and communication activities are combined and merged in the most suitable way for the application QoS. The same programming mechanisms are used, at the RED–BLUE–GREEN layers, both for processing and for communication. The flood management example above shows clearly this integration and uniformity. Section 4 will discuss this feature in detail.

(2) Context-awareness. Recently, this issue has been studied in the area of pervasive computing, and some formal programming models exist that exploit such property [34]. Other approaches are based on ontologies to express context entities and inference rules [35,36]. Our layered model of applications is context aware by definition: the GREEN layer allows the designer to give a suitable abstraction of the context, and the BLUE layer manages components and resources according to the context information. We are evaluating the possible exploitation of some results in the literature above. However, our model needs a more general and powerful approach to the formal description of context awareness for several reasons: variety of context information (from sensors, from services, from node, and networks monitoring), high-performance requirements, and dynamic deployment.

(3) Dynamic deployment of application components. Software components can be dynamically deployed (not only on central servers, but also) on decentralized nodes, embedded systems, wearable and mobile devices. In different phases of the application, and according to the context situation (normal monitoring and forecasting, detection of potential alarm events, crisis management, and so on), components and associated data can be dynamically created, modified, adapted, and deployed onto nodes with different characteristics.

(4) Manager cooperation and robustness at the BLUE layer. As previously said, we are studying various organization forms for the cooperation of managers, starting from the partitioned approach. The manager must also possess the property of robust and reliable behavior, which can be realized according to suitable schemes of replication [37,38] and/or according to a programming model approach to fault tolerance [39].

2.3.2. High-performance adaptive components

Our approach is based on the definition and realization of a programming model with the following features:

1. applications are expressed as compositions of high performance components,
2. a uniform approach is followed for distributed and parallel programming: in general components exploits internal parallelism and are executed in parallel with each other,
3. the strategies to drive the dynamic adaptation of applications are expressed in the same high-level formalism of the programming model.

A systematic approach, taking into account both high-performance and adaptivity, must be based on the existence of a rigorous cost model (performance model). This issue represents one of the main features of the so-called structured parallel programming approach [40]. Notably, in the skeletons approach [41] any parallel application is structured as a composition of known parallel paradigms (i.e., the programming skeletons) with known cost models. For example, pipelines, farms or divide, and conquer are typical task-parallel (stream-parallel) paradigms, while map, reduce, prefix, scan, stencil are typical data-parallel paradigms. In structured parallel programming, a coordination language is adopted that acts as a metalanguage used to compose, possibly already existing, code modules expressed in any standard language (C, C++, Java, Fortran, MATLAB, etc.).

Another important feature of structured parallel programming relies in its capability to support a complete set of fault tolerance mechanisms and strategies [39].
In our programming model we adopt structured parallel programming as a way to specify the strategy for structuring and for restructuring a component or a composition of efficient and robust components.

An intensive experience with structured parallel programming and adaptivity in parallel programs have been done, in recent years, with the ASSIST programming environment, a research product of the Department of Computer Science at University of Pisa [42]. ASSIST has been used successfully in the design of complex applications, notably image processing, earth observation systems, computational chemistry, MPEG parallel encoder, data mining, knowledge discovery and profiling. Beyond the ‘classical’ skeletons, the ASSIST programming model contains several features (graphs, parallel modules, and external objects) that sensibly increase flexibility and expressive power, including the possibility to design adaptive program structures [43]. These features can be properly merged with one or more standards for component technology, as it has been done in the Grid.it national project [44] and in the CoreGRID European network of excellence [4,5,16], and in the GridComp European project [17].

2.3.3. ASSISTANT

ASSISTANT (ASSIST with Adaptivity and Context Awareness) represents the framework in which we study the issues of mobile grid programming models in the context of the In.Sy.Eme. project. It is based on the ASSIST experience, which is the starting point to define a new programming model to realize high performance computations with adaptive and context-aware behaviors.

In ASSISTANT an application can be described according to the three layers of Figure 3, each representing a different view of the whole application. In the RED layer we define the functional behavior of applications as a composition of ASSIST parallel modules. The BLUE layer represents the management part of applications and it implements adaptive behavior of RED parallel modules: this requires a new set of programming constructs, thus available to the programmer, to design adaptive and context-aware reconfigurations for the associated parallel modules. We distinguish two kinds of reconfigurations:

1. a transformation of the parallel executable version of the program, such as a different degree of parallelism and/or a different data distribution and partitioning,

2. alternative versions of the sequential algorithms for the same functionality, that is, a different implementation of the same sequential component.

We speak of non-functional adaptivity, or performance adaptivity, in case (1), and of functional adaptivity in case (2). In both cases, components can be defined and deployed statically or dynamically.

The formalism to explicitly program the managers is a set of adaptation policy rules which correlate particular context situations (obtained interpreting context interface data) with corresponding functional and non-functional reconfigurations. The program of a manager is composed of a set of relations between events and adaptation policy rules.

Example. We describe a simple adaptive application which performs a sub-part of a forecasting computation, that is, a flood forecasting model as MIKE 21 [10] briefly introduced in Section 2.2. The computation is applied to a specific geographical area of interest, assuming that a set of users requested it. We consider a stream parallel computation (Figure 4) structured as a pipeline of two ASSISTANT adaptive parallel modules. The first module, called filtering module, performs filtering of input data. It obtains input data from context providers, such as sensors (flow level, surface height, density of flow, wind speed, atmospheric temperature and pressure, etc.). The filtering module also solves the differential equations (e.g., mass and momentum equations in Mike 21) by means of a numerical method. In the case of MIKE21 the result is a large set of tridiagonal systems, which are passed to the second module. The tridiagonal solver module applies a direct method to solve these systems. The results are sent to a third set of modules (not shown in the figure), which post-process them for client visualization.

The size $N$ of the system of equations is a dynamic value: higher values of it induce a better discrete spatial representation and so the precision of the forecasting solutions. In Figure 4, we can observe the three-layered view of this simple application in which the two parallel modules have their own manager. In ASSISTANT we can program each module above at the RED and BLUE level. In this application the main reconfiguration activities are:

1. for the filtering module the manager can dynamically restructure the size $N$ to target different
accuracy values of the forecasting model as a different grain of the spatial discretization of the interested area;

(2) the tridiagonal solver module executes a parallel implementation of a specific direct method to solve tridiagonal linear systems. The manager associated to it can restructure the module computation to target a different performance to respect some QoS contract. For instance, the user may indicate a specific maximum completion time for the forecasting computation over the interested area. The required completion time can be achieved, for instance, by upper bounding the maximum service time to solve each single system. The module manager can dynamically modify the parallelism degree of the solver module to increase its performance in order to target the requested service time.

The two managers must communicate to implement global reconfigurations over the whole application. For example, assume that the manager of the second module detects an abnormal emergency status in which the system solver must be executed using only the available mobile nodes (suppose that the central servers are not anymore reachable): in this case such manager can ask the first one to reconfigure the filtering module in order to reduce the forecasting precision. The goal is to produce systems of equations with a lower size. For instance this happens when the mobile nodes on which we perform the tridiagonal solving computation feature small memory sizes.

According to the definition of adaptation we described above, the point (a) is a function reconfiguration activity, whereas the point (b) is a performance adaptation activity.

A variant of the described behavior can consist in a different strategy for data acquisition. If the limited connectivity of the operator implies limited availability of updated data too, then the manager of the filtering module has to fire some predictive model for data and execute the computation in a proper RED component.

**A benchmark for adaptive behavior.** To demonstrate the adaptation features offered by our novel programming model, let us consider the following general benchmark consisting on a data- and compute-intensive computation (say, a known function \( G \)) on streams of input arrays \( C[N] \), \( D[N] \) and output array \( E[N][N] \):

\[
\text{for } i: = 0–N–1 \text{ do}
\text{for } j: = 0–N–1 \text{ do}
E[i][j]: = G(C[i], D[j])
\]

The ASSISTANT implementation at the RED layer is a parallel module (parmod) able to work either in a task-parallel (farm) modality or in a data-parallel (map with replicated \( D \) and scattered \( C \)) modality. The application manager (BLUE layer) reconfigures the module to switch from the task-parallel modality to the data-parallel modality and/or modifying the parallelism degree. The benchmark has been performed on a 32-workstation cluster (Pianosa, Pentium III 800 Mhz) at the Computer Science Department in Pisa. The initial \( N \) value is set to 5000 integers so every \( E \) matrix requires about 95 MB of virtual memory occupation. Figure 5(a) shows the worker virtual memory occupation: the functional reconfigurations are executed when we wish to migrate the application processes onto nodes with low-memory...
capacity (map version). In Figure 5(b) the adaptation of the average service time is illustrated in a situation where a maximum value of the service time is required by the user.

3. The Mobile Grid Effect on Wireless Communications

In this section, the vision of jointly considering the mobile grid model and the wireless network scenario will be introduced by focusing on the advantages of their joint approach and the challenges to be considered, by pointing out the attention on different elements of the communication system. In particular, we will focus on three different problems:

- data gathering from sensors and devices disseminated on the environment,
- localization technique allowing the system a more precise communication with specific devices,
- communication infrastructure used for dispatching processing units to the devices able to process them.

In Figure 6 the considered scenario, where a Mobile grid and the wireless communication networks operate in an integrated way, is shown.

---

Fig. 5. Benchmarking results about ASSISTANT adaptivity. (a) Memory occupation results. (b) Average service time result.

3.1. Sensing and Data Gathering

The network scenarios on which the mobile grid network is focused on are characterized by the coexistence and cooperation of different heterogeneous technologies that include broadband wireless access, ad hoc networks and finally sensor networks to provide an efficient environment monitoring. This is of particular importance for our aims because sensor networks are often generating huge amount of data that needs to be processed before being human readable and interpreted by operators.

Wireless sensor networking (WSNing) represents an inherently disruptive approach specifically designed to detect events or phenomena, collect and process related data, and transmit sensed information to final users in a distributed way [46–49]. Although Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) exhibit several features common to wireless ad hoc or mesh networks, as self-organizing capabilities or short-range broadcast communication with a multihop routing, they present additional constraints in terms of limitations in energy, transmit power, memory, and computing power. This implies that nodes constituting the WSN can participate to the mobile grid as a source of data while, mainly due to its processing limitations, can participate only in a limited way as a distributed part of the processing functionalities; this particular function will be better explained at the end of this section. By recalling the schematization introduced in Section 2.3.1, the WSN can be associated with the GREEN layer due to their capabilities of interacting with surrounding environment in terms of measurements.

Further, the operative conditions usually require cooperative efforts of sensor nodes in the presence of frequently changing topology due to fading and node failures or nodes mobility. A typical WSN is comprised of the following basic components:

- a set of distributed or localized sensors;
- an interconnecting network usually, but not always, wireless-based;
- a central point of information clustering;
- computing resources at the central point (or beyond) to handle data correlation, event trending, status querying, and data mining.

These elements allow a system administrator observing and reacting to events and phenomena in a specified environment. Presently WSNs have been largely focused on dense, small-scale homogeneous deployments to monitor a specific physical phenomenon. Nevertheless, the integration of multiple heterogeneous sensor networks operating in different environments could provides the ability to monitor diverse physical phenomena at a global scale.

In addition, such remote integration will make the infrastructure able to query and fuse data across multiple, possibly overlapping, sensor networks in different domains. Network links to back-end monitoring and collection systems may be intermittent due to weather or other problems, while in-network data storage is limited, leading to important observations being missed. If we think the WSN as a part of the aforementioned wireless mobile grid network, differently from other mobile or fixed devices a WSN is constituted by small devices with a very little computational capacity; this implies that the WSN nodes can be exploited to the a direct interpretation and processing of the data monitored. In that sense WSN are of great importance within a grid network mainly because they are one of the main parts for implementing it because the WSN is a generator of a huge amount of data to be interpreted and processed; on the other hand a WSN needs a more powerful data networks both in terms of bandwidth and processing power for processing data incoming from the WSN. However, a WSN is often constituted by several nodes with elementary capacity but fully connected among them. In that sense a WSN can be modeled as a processing cloud where each element has only a little computational capability but the whole network can perform a distributed computation. In particular, one of their most valuable contributions is toward a preprocessing of the data measured within the WSN before sending to the structures considered for processing purposes. This consideration, however, can be severely limited by certain circumstances in which the WSN operates,
for example, limited battery power or sparse nodes in a harsh environment. In that sense the WSN can belong also the RED layer as an active component of the mobile grid.

3.2. Localization Techniques

The other important topic to be considered for implementing an efficient mobile grid network is concerning the ability of the system of localizing communication nodes and devices within the operative scenario [50–53]. This is important in a mobile grid mainly because this allows the system finding and sending directly to a certain device the amount of data to be processed as extensively introduced in the previous section. This characteristic is known also as geocasting [54]. This feature can be exploited at the BLUE application layer of the grid architecture for managing the component at the RED application layer. Indeed, the RED application layer can be seen as corresponding on those devices that needs to be located for a better exploitation. In order to meet the typical requirements of a mobile grid network, a localization protocol must be:

- robust to node failures;
- insensitive to measurement noise;
- low error in location estimation;
- flexible in any terrain.

Concerning the latter requirement, since devices forming a mobile grid networks can indifferently be both in indoor and outdoor environments an optimal localization approach has to be able to dynamically adapt to the channel features. Currently, two types of localization techniques address these challenges: beacon based and relative location based. Both techniques may use range and angle estimations for sensor node localization via received signal strength (RSS), time of arrival (TOA), time difference of arrival (TDOA), and angle of arrival (AOA).

Localization methods suitable for applications in mobile grid network seem to be those based on beacons with a field containing the known sender position. This *ad hoc* inspired localization system requires that few nodes know their location (anchor nodes), for example, by means of satellite systems, like GPS or Galileo [51]. This allows nodes to discover their location through a two-phase process: ranging and estimation. During the ranging phase, each node estimates the distance from its neighbors. The estimation phase then allows neighbors to use the range estimated in the ranging phase and the known position of the anchor nodes to estimate their locations. To overcome the typical limitations of the range-based localization schemes, due to the outage of the underlying localization process, many range-free solutions have been proposed, basing on the location information hop-by-hop relayed from the source to the sink. These solutions estimate the location of sensor nodes or user terminals by exploiting the radio connectivity information among neighboring nodes or the sensing capabilities that each sensor node possesses, while in any case the sensor nodes must collaboratively work together to assist each other. Due to the specific characteristics of these approaches, the range-free localization can be divided into anchor-based schemes, which assume the presence of sensor nodes in the network with known position, and anchor-free schemes, which require no special sensor nodes for localization. The range-free localization schemes eliminate the need of high-cost specialized hardware on each sensor node. Since radio propagation characteristics vary over time and are environment dependent higher calibration costs for the anchor-based localization schemes are imposed. Basing on the fact that each type of localization protocols offers different capabilities, future sensor network applications are expected to relay on a combination of localization techniques.

3.3. Wireless Communication Infrastructure

3.3.1. Physical layer impacts

Whenever the behavior of a single network needs to be considered, one of the most important topics involves the physical network layer aspects of a telecommunication network, because they represent the requirement for guaranteeing a defined reliability level for the received data also under bad propagation conditions. This is of fundamental importance in wide wireless networks due to specific operative scenarios in order to allow efficient communications among users and support the implementation of a mobile grid processing structure to manage heavy computational duties or data processing. An efficient approach at physical layer permits a fast deliver of processing units to the grid elaborating devices.

One of the most important problems is devoted to the implementation of techniques able to achieve a reliable communications when devices are moving...
within the environment; the definition of suitable techniques able to remove or limit the problems due to the non line of sight (NLOS) propagation and users mobility within the operative scenario have to be considered. In this context, efficient schemes for channel parameters acquisition and transmission/reception with MIMO systems (like WiMAX) [55] have to be envisaged. In particular, the MIMO approach allows the users to use at one’s best the potentialities offered by the orthogonal frequency division multiple access (OFDMA) technique in terms of flexibility in the subcarriers allocation and modulation and power selection in transmission [56].

The aim of such approaches is to allow the system a significant performance increase respect to the traditional systems in terms of throughput and reliability of the transmitted information, that are essential requirements when the network has to support a mobile grid architecture. The advantages deriving from the use of the MIMO technique will be fundamental for defining also the efficient resource allocation techniques, considered in the following section.

In particular, the MIMO approach can be considered in terms of beamforming capabilities as well as spatial multiplexing. In a transmission system where beamforming is implemented by a MIMO scheme, the same signal is transmitted coherently through different antennas. Vice versa, if the antennas that form the array transmit incoherently, that is, independent coded signals, it is possible to exploit the fading independence among paths, hence obtaining at the receiving end a gain proportional to the number of transmitting/receiving antennas. This is particularly important for our aims because an efficient exploitation of MIMO techniques allow transmitting the resources to a particular node (i.e., a component of the grid architecture) that the BLUE application layer knows to have all the requested capabilities.

An extension of this concept is the cooperative use of antennas of different terminals (cooperative MIMO). This class of techniques extend the classical multiantenna schemes where multiple antennas were located in a single device to the exploitation of multiple devices for allowing a relaying of communication. In that sense the multiple antennas are spread over multiple devices. This concept permits to extend the coverage of actual networks and to improve performance. This could be useful for our aims because it makes it possible to manage components of the grid architecture also outside of the previous coverage area. This approach is consistent with the needs of a mobile grid architecture where the co-ordination of operators, systems and devices of different types in high ubiquity, heterogeneity, and adaptivity is foreseen.

### 3.3.2. Resource allocation

Whenever traffic belonging to mobile grid needs to be considered, it is of high importance the definition of suitable techniques for resource management in wireless broadband scenarios in order to allow the management of different traffic types with different QoS requirements and to guarantee to the distributed processing structure the possibility of an efficient management of the QoS in all the communication protocol layers and a high ‘on-demand’ adaptivity of the performance and functionalities in relation to the application context and the operator needs.

In particular, it is of crucial importance the development of optimization strategies jointly for physical and scheduling at MAC layer in order to maximize the system throughput for a predefined QoS level. This approach, named channel-aware scheduling, performs the channel allocation based on the awareness of the communication channel quality, by allowing a specific user to exploit specific transmitting resources with the aim of achieving certain target (e.g., maximize the throughput or minimize the error probability).

A particular attention is focused on the orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM) technology because it has the capability of mitigating frequency-dependent distortion across the channel band and simplifying the equalization in a multipath fading environment. The basic principle of OFDM is parallelization: by dividing the available bandwidth into several smaller bands that are called subchannels, the transmitted signal over each subchannel may experience flat fading. The properties associated with OFDM have led to its consideration as a candidate for high rate extensions to third-generation communication systems as well as for fourth-generation mobile communication systems.

To have more flexible and higher efficient OFDM systems, the adaptive OFDM schemes are adopted to maximize the system capacity and maintain the desired system performance. In particular, in an OFDM wireless system, the inherent multi-carrier nature of OFDM allows the use of link adaptation according to the behavior of the narrow-band channels: the bit-error probability of different OFDM subchannels, transmitted in time-dispersive channels, depends on the frequency-domain channel transfer function. This could be very useful in a mobile grid implementation.
because allow reaching the different nodes (i.e., components of the grid) with a higher reliability that means a lower delay introduced by the communication infrastructure to the grid procedures.

Furthermore, in a multiuser OFDM wireless network, the given system resources are shared by several terminals and, in particular, in an OFDMA system disjunctive sets of subcarriers are allocated to different users, to provide a flexible multiuser access scheme [57]. The channel characteristics for different users are almost mutually independent in multiuser environments; the more attenuated subcarriers for a user may result not to be in a deep fade for other users, therefore an OFDMA wireless network may benefit from multi-user diversity dynamically assigning subcarriers with the best frequency response to the users. The design of link adaptation strategies can benefit of a cross-layer optimization approach (i.e., the joint design of the MAC and PHY network layers), that attempts to dynamically match the requirements of data link connections to the instantaneous available physical layer resources and to the channel state information [58–60].

The transmission parameters are selected at the physical layer to match the wireless channel, but they must take into account also the information coming from the higher levels, in particular from the MAC layer. Furthermore, in a multiuser OFDMA wireless network where the given system resources are shared by several terminals an adaptive subcarrier allocation strategy can significantly increases the system capacity by exploiting the multiuser diversity: the channel characteristics for different users are almost mutually independent; the more attenuated subcarriers for a user may result not to be in a deep fade for other users. Subcarrier allocation strategies dynamically assign subcarriers with the best frequency response to the users.

The OFDMA gives more flexibility when used within a grid environment allowing the managing of the components among the different nodes with a higher reliability.

One of the main problems that we have to consider is regarding the complexity of the system. The OFDMA-based systems are one of the most promising ones for respecting the requirements of the users, aiming on the next future to access to multimedia content in a mobile scenario. As highlighted before an OFDMA system allows a high flexibility at the cost of considering several parameters: on one hand each user suffers of different propagation conditions on the other hand each user can have different requirements in terms of QoS parameters (e.g., due to different traffic type the users want to use) [61,62]. The cross-layer approach needed to optimize the problem is faced in the literature by considering simplified approaches or by introducing simplified algorithms for approaching the optimal solution. In our case, the mobile grid could help in this task by allowing a fast parallel computation at the RED layer. In particular, by solving the problem with the use of specific algorithms could be possible to approach the optimal solution whose optimality degree could depend on the computation power of the devices used.

Aim of the optimization of resource allocation for a mobile grid network is to design and analyze the resource allocation techniques able to satisfy certain QoS requirements, such as fairness, delay, throughput, for each traffic type.

Due to brevity it is not possible to show here some numerical results, however, the interested reader could refer to [58–62].

### 3.3.3. Heterogeneous networking

As mentioned earlier, one of the main advantages for implementing a mobile grid is to exploit a large amount of resources. From the communication infrastructure point of view a resource is an element of it, and belong, from the mobile grid point of view, to the RED application layer. The modern approach to wireless communications is constituted of several different devices each one with different capabilities and functionalities for the user that can be also connected with different communication protocols (Figure 7). This implies that one of the main problems to be solved in order to set up a mobile grid architecture over a wireless communication infrastructure is to exploit as much as possible devices, and so exploit at the best the heterogeneous networking techniques. Suitable solutions have to be considered, from both architectural and control algorithms point of view, allowing having a self-configurable network that allows the QoS management. When considering wide area networks, implemented with several heterogeneous communication standards, the time elapsed time during setup and the update of the network connections can be very long if those operations are implemented by using classical algorithms. The possibility of exploiting a mobile grid allows parallelizing the algorithms and so reducing the processing time. This is of fundamental importance in those environments where a fast setup of the network is needed. For example, let us think to an
emergency scenario where multiple heterogeneous nodes need to form a network in a fast deployable way. In a normal context, this phase needs an amount of time that increase exponentially with the number of nodes to be connected. The RED layer of the mobile grid allows in our case to speed up this phase for achieving a fully connected network in a small amount of time.

Moreover, by recalling the resource allocation problem in OFDMA network introduced in Section 3.3.2, in case of heterogeneous network we have to face with a more complex problem due to the higher number of users and devices, with different communication characteristics. In this case, the optimal solution could be very difficult to be approached by exploiting a classical optimization technique even if simplified by using iterative algorithms; once again the mobile grid infrastructure could be exploited for optimizing the resource allocation in a more flexible and fast manner.

Beside the presence of second and third generation mobile networks (GSM, GPRS, EDGE, UMTS, and HSDPA), widespread all over the world and able to guarantee a coverage of a whole country, nowadays (or at least in the next future) it is possible to consider radio systems belonging to the IEEE 802.x family (e.g., IEEE 802.11, IEEE 802.16) that can be seen as a complement to the previous ones in not covered zone (digital divide) as well as a solution to be easily implemented in case of damage or malfunctions of the primary telecommunication infrastructures. This means that a large number of devices can be considered as a component of large whole wireless network and exploited for any grid application. Beside the popular IEEE 802.11 technology, it is easily to forecast that networks based on the IEEE 802.16 technology will be widespread in a short time. In an initial phase, it is reasonable to consider the use of IEEE 802.16 networks limited to backhauling connections between 2G and 3G base stations while point-to-multipoint (PMP) connections will be more used for fixed nodes where the wired connections cannot be deployed. Even if the MAC network layer of the standard IEEE 802.16 is designed for satisfying the QoS requirements, some issues are still open especially when a mesh topology is considered. Moreover, mainly because IEEE 802.16 connections will be used for high-speed data communications it is expected that devices using this type of connections will have a higher processing power.

One of the main advantages that can be achieved would be a seamless integration between heterogeneous networks [63]; the interworking optimization issue of different networks has been considered in the past when wireless access was not widely used. With the introduction of the modern wireless networks, the possibility of use jointly more than one of them has been often suggested in the literature, as for resource optimization as for wider area coverage. This could be interesting for supporting mobile grid applications allowing the management of the components of the grid architecture also considering the network type to which each one device is connected. In particular, a suitable approach for the interconnection among a WiFi and a WiMAX network is to resort to bridging solutions by taking into account two main goals: traffic priority and implementation issues.

As highlighted before, the WSN can participate better to the mobile grid if they are connected with other broadband connections; there must be a way for a monitoring entity to gain access to the data produced by WSN, or for exploiting the components of the WSN by the mobile grid. By connecting the sensor network to an existing network infrastructure such as the global Internet, a local-area network, or a private intranet, remote access to the sensor network can be achieved. Given that the TCP/IP protocol suite has become the *de facto* networking standard, not only for the global Internet but also for local-area networks, it is of particular interest to look at methods for interconnecting sensor networks and IP core networks. Sensor networks often are intended to run specialized communication protocols, for example, IEEE 802.15.4 or Zigbee, therefore an all-IP-network will not be viable, due to the fundamental differences in the architecture of IP-based networks and sensor networks. It is envisaged that the integration of sensor networks with the Internet will need gateways in most cases. A proxy server at the core network edge is able
to communicate both with the sensors in the sensor network and hosts on the TCP/IP network, and is thereby able to either relay the information gathered by the sensors, or to act as a front-end for the sensor network. It is also envisaged that sensing devices will be equipped with interfaces to wireless access networks such as 2/3G and WLAN enabling total ubiquitous connectivity.

The interested reader could refer to Reference [63] for some numerical results about the QoS aware interconnection of WiFi and WiMAX systems.

4. Features of the Integrated Approach

In this section, we outline some specific and relevant issues concerning the utilization of the layered model for mobile grid applications (Section 2.3.1, Figure 3) in the proposed integration of wireless communication strategies with computation strategies.

As said (Section 2.1.2), in our model a mobile grid application is conceived and implemented according to an explicit composition of processing and communication activities, without relying on a fixed, pre-defined scheme. The networking and communication strategies are considered first-class citizens of applications, in order to have complete control of QoS at all the systems levels. This view is applied at all the application layers: RED, BLUE, GREEN. Specific mechanisms are available in each application layer to explicitly program communication strategies and their proper composition with other computation activities of the whole application. This is needed to dynamically adapting the applications to changes in the context and user intentions.

4.1. RED Layer

Notable instances of processing-communication integration at the RED layer are:

1. several communication strategies can be explicitly programmed according to high-performance parallel and distributed algorithms, especially for scheduling, resource allocation, and heterogeneous networks. These algorithms, whenever facing with complex networks where multiple parameters have to be considered, could imply the solution of complex functions in a small amount of time, as highlighted in Section 3. In particular, when resource allocation in a multiuser environment has to be considered, the optimization problem needs high computational capabilities for achieving the optimal solution. Traditionally, some of these strategies are implemented, once for all, in commercial dedicated nodes/device through a best effort approach. Instead, more flexible and scalable solutions could be found by rendering such strategies explicitly programmed according to the application needs. We believe that this is a very promising research area, recently encouraged by first implementations in network processors [13,14]. Moreover, these high-performance networking strategies are/must be adaptive themselves, thus several versions may exist that are to be selected dynamically according to the management policies of the BLUE layer;

2. some components at the RED level are represented by the same devices taking parts to a computation, notably a WSN considered as an abstraction of a distributed computation of many elementary processes (Section 3). Such WSN components cooperate with other application components (e.g., filtering, fusion, and classification) in a way that is strictly related to the application semantics in order to optimize QoS. In the ASSISTANT example of Section 2.3.3, the data stream in input to the filtering module can be the proper RED abstraction of a sensor device or of a WSN.

Thus, an interesting and critical variety of communication strategies have to be explicitly programmed at the RED layer. For this purpose, we introduce the concept of \textit{smart stream} in the ASSISTANT programming model, based on the following rationales:

1. in an ASSIST parallel and distributed program, components (parallel modules—called \textit{parmods}—or internally sequential modules) cooperate through typed \textit{streams} of values;

2. streams are implemented according to a variety of algorithms and inter-process communication mechanisms (e.g., asynchronous channels, barriers, and collective communications) whose choice depends on many architectural aspects and, notably, on the underlying communication infrastructure. Thus, several run-time versions of streams must be provided in an ASSIST implementation. In a static application, the most suitable version is determined at compile-time. However, in a highly dynamic environments, like a mobile grid application, this choice must be driven at run-time: in our model, by the BLUE layer managers that allow the
RED components to select the most suitable stream implementation version;

3. the smart stream concept corresponds to an explicitly programmed component able to execute a set of communication strategies to be selected at run-time. In practical implementations, some default smart streams can be rendered available to the programmer. In general, smart stream is a more flexible concept and is configured according to the specific semantics of the application.

For example, the application segment described in Section 2.3.3 is programmed as a pipeline of three stages, as shown in Figure 8.

The first and the last stages are the filtering and the tridiagonal solver, and the intermediate stage is a smart stream programmed according to the specific needs of the data stream (large sets of tridiagonal systems) from the filtering to the solver modules. Several versions exist of this smart stream, depending on the characteristics of the node and network resources allocated to this stream, the required bandwidth and latency, the size \( N \) of the system of equations, the parallelism paradigm selected for the filtering and for the solver module. These versions are explicitly programmed at the RED layer of ASSISTANT and are driven by the respective managers at the BLUE layer. For instance, switching from a ‘normal connectivity’ situation to a situation in which the operator connectivity is limited to a certain geographical area only, the smart stream version is changed to one that exploits at best the network and internetwork resources of such area.

4.2. BLUE Layer

At this layer, some notable features of the processing-communication integration are:

1. the integration between heterogeneous networks, in order to drive the dynamic selection of the network type according to the context events and to the RED application needs. As noted in Section 3.3 different networks can have very different communication characteristics; at the BLUE layer the manager can exploit the selection of the network type most useful for the processing needs among the available ones;

2. the dynamic selection of alternative versions of RED layer smart streams (see Section 4.1), as well as the allocation of suitable node and network resources, in particular, taking into account QoS issues of bandwidth, latency, availability, and fault tolerance of the RED components w.r.t. the specific needs of the application;

3. the special requirements for bandwidth, latency, availability, and fault tolerance of the BLUE components themselves (Managers) and their cooperation. That is, the BLUE layer must be able to schedule the available network types and configuration in such a way to take into account not only the requirements of the RED components, but also of the BLUE components themselves with proper priorities. As highlighted in Section 3.3, modern approach of wireless communication networks is to allow the management of different traffic types at the same time on the same network; this can be exploited for managing RED layer and BLUE layer traffic in a more suited way.

In ASSISTANT, these features are implemented by the manager mechanisms.

In the example of Figure 8, the co-operation of the three managers aims to allocating the processing and networking/internetworking resources in the operator’s area so that the best QoS (e.g., service time) of the whole pipeline computation is achieved. In particular, the degree of parallelism of the filtering and solver modules is dynamically established to balance their service times according to the ratio between the computation time and the communication time obtained with the selected version of the smart stream module.

4.3. GREEN Layer

This is the layer in which the processing-communication integration is more evident, yet it must be defined in such a way that the GREEN components and their relationships with the BLUE components are programmable. In particular, we are interested in programming context interfaces related to semantics, quantity and quality of information and events:

1. from WSN and other devices (Section 3.1),

2. from monitoring devices and services (Section 3.2),

3. from networks performance measurements (Section 3.3).

ASSISTANT will contain specific mechanisms for these programmability issues.
Notice that mobile devices and sensors are abstracted in two ways:

- as sources of context information, to be properly abstracted at the GREEN layer and used by the BLUE layer managers,
- as sources of data to be properly abstracted as streams of the RED layer components of the application, for example, the input stream of the computation of Section 2.3.3.

5. Conclusion

Next generation networks are considered one of the most interesting research and application field for the next future: in particular, integration between the communication infrastructure and the processing layer is one of the most promising approaches. This paper has presented a novel integrated approach between grid paradigm and wireless networks by highlighting the main advantages of their integration. In particular, it has been shown how a wireless heterogeneous network can be exploited for implementing a mobile grid, and, on the other hand, a mobile grid allows optimizing and interconnecting the several parts of the communication infrastructure in a novel way.

We have described and exemplified the features of our approach to mobile grid architectural and programming model. We are currently working on a first version of the ASSISTANT model. First experiences and demonstration have been done, and are been doing, through emulation in the existent ASSIST environment and other commodity software frameworks (Java, C++). Other experiences have been done in collaboration with the Italian Space Agency on Earth Observation Systems for disaster management [45]. This first set of results is quite encouraging to pursue the objective of a novel environment for mobile grid applications.

For what concerns the communication infrastructure it has been highlighted how it can be partitioned into three main parts when interacting with a mobile grid showing, in particular, how each part participates to the whole computation performed by the system.
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